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AMAZON PRIME VIDEO NOW AVAILABLE ON NOS´
UMA 4K TV
NOS has integrated the Amazon Prime Video streaming service on UMA TV. UMA TV
subscribers with an Amazon Prime Video membership can now watch Amazon Original
movies and series with the best 4K Ultra HD picture quality.
Popular across the world, Amazon Original movies and series are recognized for their quality,
so by integrating the Prime Video app into UMA TV, NOS continues to strengthen its
entertainment content offer and optimizes the television experience.
UMA TV subscribers with an Amazon Prime Video membership have now easy and stress
free access to the Prime Video App via the Apps area of the Box menu, and to thousands of
movies, series and childrens content from the popular streaming service, with the definition
and realism that only 4K HDR can provide. To be noted that NOS is the only operator that
offers the 4K box for all subscriptions.

Among the Amazon Original movies and series available on the service, and which NOS
subscribers with the 4K UMA TV and Amazon Prime Video membership can watch, are the
following:
- In the Comedy category: The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel (IMDb 8.7- winner of 3 Golden Globes
and 20 Emmys), Upload (IMDb 8.0 from the producer of The Office, Greg Daniels) and The
Grand Tour (IMDb 8.7- Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May travel the globe
driving new and exciting automobiles from manufacturers all over the world.)
- In the Action category: Tom Clancy’s Jack Ryan (IMDb 8.1 - based on the novels by Tom
Clancy), The Boys (IMDb 8.7 - with a very successful second season recently released) and
Hanna (IMDb 7.5)
- In the Fantasy category: Carnival Row (IMDb 7.9- with Orlando Bloom and Cara
Delevingne), and American Gods (IMDb 7.8).
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- In the Movie category: Amazon Original movies Borat Subseqent Moviefilm (recent global
smash hit), Sound Of Metal and One Night In Miami (IMDb 7.8 & 7.3 – both awards
contenders), and Coming 2 America (the highly anticipated upcoming release with Eddie
Murphy).
Amazon Prime Video is available for all NOS UMA TV 4K customers that subscribing to the
service can enjoy a 7-day trial period, after which there is a 5,99€ monthly cost. Current
subscribers can simply login on the box App.
NOS continues to respond to a market trend that has seen rapid growth in the last few months.
According to the Marketest Telecommunications Survey, the number of Portuguese people
who signed up to streaming services in Portugal now exceeds two million.
For further details about an Amazon Prime Video membership and terms and conditions, see
www.primevideo.com and www.nos.pt
About NOS
NOS is the biggest communications and entertainment group in Portugal. It offers latest generation fixed and mobile phone,
television, Internet, voice and data solutions for all market segments. It is leader in Pay TV, new generation broad band
services and in cinema distribution. In the business segment, it has positioned itself as a sustainable alternative in the
Corporate and Mass Business segments, offering a broad portfolio of products and services with tailor made solutions for
each sector and for businesses of different sizes, complementing this with ICT, IoT and Cloud services.
With a network ready for 5G, and by providing Matosinhos with a 5th generation mobile network, NOS has positioned itself
at the forefront of the implementation of this new technology and has taken a leadership role in the innovation associated
with intelligent cities and the development of 5.0 societies.
At the same time, the goal of reducing greenhouses gases and contributing towards the sustainability of the planet led NOS
to sign up to the Letter of Commitment to the “Business Ambition for 1.5ºC”, which confirms the company’s public
commitment to align its carbon emissions with the decarbonisation trajectory required to limit the impact of global warming.
It is leader in cinema film distribution and exhibition with a market share of 61.5% of gross revenues, being the film exhibi tor
with the greatest number of cinema complexes (31) and cinema theatres (219) in Portugal. NOS is part of the main
Portuguese stock exchange index (PSI-20), and has more than 4.8 million mobile phone, 1.6 million television, 1.8 million
fixed telephone and 1.4 million fixed broad band Internet customers. For more information, go to:
http://www.nos.pt/institucional
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